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C  LOCAL   SELF-GOVERNMENT
But the real basis of self-government had been designed
when Lord Ripon (1880-1884) introduced Reforms for the
creation of Local Bodies for the administration of local affairs.
The members of these bodies were partly elected and partly
nominated. It was hoped that local self-government would
form " a vital link in the chain of organisms that make up
the Government/' and would " foster sedulously the small
beginnings of the independent political life." But the hope
was not realized. The scheme did not secure the co-opera-
tion of the classes whose co-operation was essential for its
success. I believe that the electoral system devised under
the Act was rendered rather defective by the low qualification
for the exercise of franchise, and the powers devolved upon
the local bodies were far too restricted. The vision of
training Indians in the responsibility of local administration
was obscured by the jealousy of officials, who were concerned
more with the means and methods of control than with super-
intendence. Then there was the chronic financial stringency.
The District officers, who come in close contact with the
masses, are known to regret the absence, or, if in existence,
the ill-organised character of local institutions in villages,
" There is no legal means for raising a public fund by means
of local taxation for making a bridge, road, well or tank, or
for clearing and repairing them. There is no local authority
which has legal power to preserve a right-of-way, or prevent
a nuisance; not a scavenger or conservancy cart can be
employed; not a street lamp set up or lighted; not a
dispensary or school established or maintained by means of
local taxation. This is not civilization/* thus wrote Robert
Carstairs of the Indian Civil Service in 1904.
And yet in the development of local bodies lies the secret
of obtaining the motive power for building autonomous
Provincial Governments on a democratic basis.   British-''
India territory is divided into nine * Provinces, known as
1 The North-West Frontier Province became a Governor's Province in

